WEDNESDAY SELECTIONS, BETTING STRATEGY AND PICK 4 PLAY
Sunday Results: Went 0-for-3 on my Best Plays.

Today’s Best Plays: Races 5, 6, 7 and a $72 Pick 4 ticket. Also, with a Pick Six
carryover of more than $555,000, I will give out two suggested P6 “singles”.
1st race-1. KING PALM (5) 2. NORWAY HOUSE (6) 3. CHADLINGTON (1)
2nd race-1. RAVIN MANIAC (5) 2. CHATTY LULU (1A) 3. CALL ALY (1) 4. MONTE ROSA (7)
3rd race-1. SLEW OF CANDY (5) 2. GLITTER CITY (7) 3. HEY FEATHERS (2) 4. CHILLIWACK
(1A)
4th race-1. MATTY’S G FORCE (3) (P6 SINGLE) 2. TOTE’S HUMDINGER (4) 3. DAKOTA
PHONE (8) 4. CAMBRIDGE BLUE (7)
***5th race-1. MINI DO (8) 2. WICKEDNWACKYINGRID (4) 3. LOVE HAPPENS (1) 4.
EXCITEMENT (10)
In a good first-level allowance contest on turf, I will give the edge to recent maiden winner MINI
DO (5-2). The Canani-trained filly ran her field off its feet last time and should be very
dangerous with a repeat effort (although there is other speed to contend with). ‘DO seems to be
coming to hand now and will take some beating in this spot. I will play a pair of trifecta tickets
keying ‘DO with LOVE HAPPENS (6-1), WICKEDNWACKYINGRID (9-2) and
EXCITEMENT (3-1).
Trifecta numbers: 8/1,4,10/ALL=$24
and
1,4,10/8/ALL=$24
***6th race-1. ANN’S PLAN (1) (P6 SINGLE) 2. O BEE NAKI (12) 3. PERFECT RHYME (3) 4.
BEYLA (13)
Coming off a sharp win in a restricted claimer across town and claimed by Mullins, let’s take
ANN’S PLAN (9-2) right back. She fired in both SA starts and only needs to handle this track in
order to score right back. She has tactical speed and can run from the inside, which she proved
last time. Make a Win Bet on ‘PLAN and key her in a pair of trifecta tickets with the following

five runners: PERFECT RHYME (12-1), GETNHOTNHERE (20-1), BOLD CLEO (6-1), O
BEE NAKI (12-1) and BEYLA (7-2).
Trifecta numbers: 1/3,6,11,12,13/3,6,11,12,13=$20
and
3,6,11,12,13/1/3,6,11,12,13=$20
***7th race-1. COAST GUARD (6) 2. MADEO (10) 3. WINSOME CHARM (8) 4. POWER BLITZ
(1)
In a strong allowance race for the level, I will key around my top two choices. COAST GUARD
(9-5) comes off a third-place effort in the SA Derby (third straight stakes appearance) and now
drops into a softer spot. MADEO (7-2) was a very impressive maiden winner in his second start
and should handle the two-turn game. Key these two on a pair of trifecta tickets.
Trifecta numbers: 6,10/6,10/ALL=$16
and
6,10/ALL/6,10=$16
8th race-1. RAPID GOOSE (8) 2. WINKY (5) 3. AMYBELLE (2) 4. SNOW DELICIOUS (3)
***$72 PICK 4 TICKET (races 5-8):
5th race--LOVE HAPPENS, WICKEDNWACKYINGRID, MINI DO, EXCITEMENT
(Alternate: IDIDNTMEANTOO)
6th race--ANN’S PLAN
7th race--COAST GUARD, MADEO
(Alternate: WINSOME CHARM)
8th race--ALL
Pick 4 numbers: 1,4,8,10/1/6,10/ALL=$72
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